Influence of canonical structure determining residues on antibody affinity and stability.
A number of light and heavy chain canonical residue core redesigns were made in a therapeutic antibody (AQC2, anti-VLA1) Fab to explore the consequences to binding affinity and stability. These positions are all loop supporting, primarily CDR1 residues which do not directly contact the antigen. Structure based methods were used with and without consensus sequence information. 30 constructs were made, 24 expressed, and 70% of the designs using consensus sequence information retained binding affinity. Some success maintaining stability with more extreme redesigns suggests a surprising tolerance to mutation, though it often comes at the cost of loss of binding affinity and presumed loop conformation changes. In concordance with the expected need to present an ordered surface for binding, a relationship between decreased affinity and decreased stability was observed. Overpacking the core tends to destabilize the molecule and should be avoided.